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Executive Summary
The total economic value of the Internet of Things (IoT) this year is expected to exceed $1 trillion and thousands of
vendors from all over the world are vying for a piece of this market. This article provides an overview of the current
IoT industry, market, vendor landscape, challenges, and opportunities for businesses. It also looks at the latest
developments and what is in store this year for IoT, which we use synonymously with IoE (Everything), IoP (People),
Industrial Internet (II) (GE), and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) (Accenture).

IoT Market Forecast
Fast for the few years, each year has been labeled by pundits The Year of IoT; however, IoT is a secular trend that
will take shape over the next decade, as new infrastructure comes online and users adopt new technologies.
How big is the market? It depends upon who you ask.
IoT-Analytics provides a comprehensive forecast (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Global IoT/IoE Economic Value Forecasts
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Forbes provides the following summary of the market forecast in an equally interesting report :
 Cisco predicts the global IoT market will be US$14.4 trillion by 2022. Manufacturing (27%), retail trade
(11%), information services (9%), and finance and insurance (9%) comprise more than half the total value
of the projected US$14.4 trillion market.
 IC Insights predicts revenue from Industrial Internet IoT spending will increase from US$6.4 billion in 2012
to US$12.4 billion in 2015.
 IoT in manufacturing is estimated to grow from US$4.11 billion in 2015 to US$13.49 billion by 2020,
attaining a CAGR of 26.9%.
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IoT-related value-added services are forecast to grow from US$50 billion in 2012 to US$120 billion in
2018, attaining a 15.71% CAGR in the forecast period (Figure 2).
IoT business revenue is expected to grow to US$ 600 billion by 2019 (Figure 3).

What these different forecasts reveal is that market is still amorphous and in its beginning phases for any of the
forecasts to be accurate. One startling forecast is that semiconductor chip manufacturers only view $300 million as
additional revenue due to IoT devices. So, if the IC market impact is low, it may take some time for the market to
take hold. Intel Capital, Qualcomm Ventures, Foundry Group, Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers (KPCB), Andreessen
Horowitz, Khosla Ventures, True Ventures, and Cisco Investments were the leading IoT investors in 2015—in that
order (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Projected Revenues – M2M/IoT Value Chain
Source: Forbes

Figure 3. IoT Business Revenue Forecast
Source: Forbes

Figure 4. Most Active IoT Investors
Source: CB Insights
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Drivers for IoT
A key ingredient of IoT, especially, II and IIoT, is M2M technology. These two segments of IoT are largely being
driven by enterprises in the energy and utilities, automotive (which includes manufacturing as a key aspect), and
retail (Figure 5). Major gains in these segments have been process and productivity improvements, better
2
customer service, speed/agility of decision-making, reduced costs, and gaining competitive advantage.

Figure 5. IoT Adoption Trend in Vertical Industries
Source: Vodafone

How are SMBs adopting IoT? On one hand, small organizations are considered agile, unfettered by bureaucracy
and legacy technology. On the other, large organizations are considered to have more in-house IT expertise and
capital and are better able to innovate. The Vodafone study found that while larger organizations are indeed more
likely to be using M2M, the difference is not dramatic: Around 24% of the SMBs (100–249 employees) use M2M,
compared to 35% of organizations with over 50,000 employees.

Barriers to IoT Adoption
As numerous have studies have shown and as we wrote a year ago, security and privacy, standards, device and
power management, scalability, and device diversity continue to be the leading inhibitors to the adoption of IoT.
3
This is clearly reflected in the Vodafone report (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Barriers to Increasing Use of M2M
2
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In fact, Rohit Gupta, CEO, Palerra, a cloud security vendor, predicts, “In 2016, there will be a large increase in both
the privacy and threat exposure of wearable devices, medical devices, and smart cars. Examples include hacking
into cars' computers to cause a massive incident on the road; stealing PHI (personal health information) data from
systems monitoring patient medical devices; and accessing personal information about a user's electrical and
4
water usage in their home.”

Vendor Landscape
The vendor landscape is quite dynamic. Whereas we have established (at least want to be—in the IoT space)
players like Cisco, IBM, GE, and others, a host of startups are developing niche products for many verticals (Figure
7). These 100+ startups are disrupting established incumbents in their respective industries, just as startups are
challenging established server, software, storage, and networking gear vendors in the IT industry. The incumbents
aren’t in the danger of going out of business, but will be hard pressed for profit margins and revenue growth. Both
these trends are just beginning and the dynamics between incumbents and challengers is something to watch in
2016.

Figure 7. IoT Market Map
Source: CB Insights

Standards? We got Standards
The beauty with standards is that there are so many to choose from. In Home Automation alone, for instance, we
have Apple HomeKit, Google Brillo and Nest, Microsoft Windows, Samsung SmartThings, Thread, Wemo, Wink,
ZigBee, and Z-Wave. Some of the protocols overlap and support each other; others are more exclusive. You can
control some things with your fitness tracker, others with a universal remote, and pretty everything with your
smartphone, but we still don’t have a simple plug-and-play device that can control ALL of your devices. Mostly
people buy single products for a single purpose. This is what Forrester Research’s Frank Gillett calls app-cessories.
On the bright side:
 The need for interoperability among different devices to share data with each other is driving the
development of new networking technologies specifically designed for IoT devices. One example is
Verizon’s new 4G LTE network core, announced in October 2015 under the ThingSpace banner,
specifically designed for small devices that need occasional bits of data, but not enough to justify the cost
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of a traditional cellular connection. Not to be left behind, AT&T just announced alliances with Cisco,
Deloitte, Ericsson, GE, IBM, Intel, and Qualcomm to help build “smart” connected communities, a focus of
its Internet of Things initiative. As part of this initiative, AT&T is developing a smart cities framework with
its partners to initially smarten up Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, and the Georgia Tech. Atlanta is looking to
improve sustainability and public safety, Chicago to maximize energy efficiency, and Dallas to enhance
operations in its West End Historic District.
Nest’s Thread network standard is positioned against other standards for connecting the smart home like
ZigBee and Z-Wave. ZigBee adoption worldwide is growing rapidly (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Global Annual ZigBee Device Shipments
Source: Business Intelligence




Developments in Wi-Fi and 4G LTE technologies could make them more suitable for connecting lowpower devices like sensors and smart lights.
New standards for low-power WANs (LPWANs) could make it more cost-effective to connect large
numbers of devices over large geographic areas. These standards include Weightless-W, Weightless-N,
Weightless-P, SigFox, LoRaWAN, LTE-Cat M, IEEE P802.11ah, Dash7, Ingenu RPMA, and nWave.

Industry Updates
Industrial Internet
While there is a lot of hype in other areas of IoT, we believe real progress in IoT is being done in Industrial Internet
and IIoT. After all, II/IIoT are just logical extensions of industrial automation whose history goes back to 1745 when
the earliest feedback control mechanism was used to tent the sails of windmills, patented by Edmund Lee.
Pioneering companies like Bosch (automotive parts and supplies), Fanuc (robots), GE (jet engines, locomotives,
turbines), and Siemens (power plants, turbines, heavy machinery) continue working on innovative offerings.
As a case in point, GE’s North American market share in locomotives was less than 30% in the 80s, trailing GM
Electro-Motive Division’s of over 70%. GM gradually mismanaged EMD, as did every one of its units, and eventually
sold it to Private Equity, and EMD was eventually acquired by Caterpillar. Today, GE’s market share is over 70% and
Caterpillar is in a catchup mode. GE embraced the Internet and now, with the use of smart sensors, Big Data, and
Analytics, is improving the efficiency, quality, and performance of its locomotives and reducing downtime with
predictive analytics. On any given day, the major railroads in the U. S. – BNSF, Norfolk Southern, and Union Pacific
– move about 24,000 locomotives and 365,000 freight cars over a 140,000-mile long network. By GE’s calculation,
even a 1% gain in efficiency could translate into $2.8 billion in savings annually using tools that the company has
specifically developed for its locomotives. This is real-world use of IoT.
Smart Cities
The World Health Organization estimates that worldwide 54% of people live in cities, up from 34% only a
5
generation ago. According to one study , 180,000 people are moving into cities each day and 70 percent of the
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world’s population is expected to be living in megacities by 2050. To improve public services and infrastructures,
many cities have turned to IoT and M2M technology to achieve these goals.
Chicago, for instance, announced in 2014 that it would deploy 500 M2M sensors over a period of three years to
measure temperature, humidity, light, sound, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, motion, low-resolution infrared,
cell phone signals, and foot traffic to better understand the city and the interactions of its residents. The entire
project is open source, inviting developers to contribute their innovations. While large cities may have the IT
expertise and budget to manage IoT/M2M infrastructure, we believe smaller ones will neither have nor can afford
the personnel. Here is where, we believe, Service Providers, with infrastructure provided by leading IT vendors, will
play a major role with their integration and Professional Services capabilities.
At the recent launch of Orange Silicon Valley’s new IoT lab, Peter Marx, CTO, City of Los Angeles, spoke about
some of the challenges facing him as a he makes Los Angeles a smart city. One of his observations was that no one
6
wants to live in a dumb city. Marx raised an important question which a large number of IoT implementations will
have to deal with: IoT is inherently passive and requires additional effort to implement. Questions as to what are
you going to actually do—switch traffic lights more efficiently, direct airport passengers to the shortest TSA lines,
change power sources, or manage toll pricing dynamically—and how you measure improvement, become key.
For LA, it’s not IoT or IoE; apparently it’s the internet of trees. LA has a large number of trees and strict rules about
replacing them if repair work requires removing them. The city expects that in the next year there will be 200,000
new trees planted, all of which will be tracked with sensors. In comparison, Los Angeles has 45,000 connected
traffic signals, and another 28,000 pedestrian lights.
Smart Traffic
The previously cited report by Roland Berger also claims traffic congestion costs the world’s biggest cities more
than $266 billion every year. Obvious solutions to these problems are digital billboards providing real-time traffic
conditions pinpointing traffic-congested areas and cloud-based M2M parking systems, as have already been
implemented in cities like Berlin and San Francisco.
Conclusions
2016 is not the Year of IoT, but it’s surely an important year for the solidification of IoT market. The IoT market
continues to make inroads. The market is growing, vendors are enthused, industrial giants are putting IoT to real
use, legacy IT vendors are excited about what they can sell as infrastructure, standards bodies are moving forward,
and the buzz is on. Most importantly, IoT is moving to the main street with lots of innovations in new gadgets
coming from unexpected sources, so IoT is becoming a mainstream phenomenon as opposed to a lab innovation.
We’ll revisit this scene in a few months and gauge the progress.
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